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CACPT Professional Development Conference
RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS
FROM THE GROUND UP –
LOOKING AT THE TECHNICAL ASPECT
AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
University of Guelph, Ridgetown Campus
120 Main Street East, Ridgetown, ON

OCTOBER 19, 2012

The day will include tours of the renewable energy projects on site and the extensive wind
and solar farms in the Chatham-Kent area. There also is an excellent line-up of
speakers on the topic as well as hands-on workshops. The conference will
look at projects and developments from the
technical aspects.

You won’t want to miss this professional development day! Watch
for registration information coming soon.....
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The Judicial Interpretation of Zoning By-laws
by John Mascarin
Introduction
How a zoning by-law is interpreted will have a significant impact on a multitude of decisions that may be
made by many persons and entities, including whether a buyer decides to purchase land, whether a chief
building official will issue a building permit to allow the construction of a particular structure, whether a
landowner can carry out a specific use of land or whether neighbours have a right to seek compliance with
use restrictions or development standards on an individual tract of land.
Like any law, uncertainty may arise as to the application of a zoning by-law to a particular parcel of land.
How the courts will interpret and construe a zoning by-law with respect to the use of the land, buildings
and structures and the development standards that are applicable may materially affect rights and duties
of persons beyond those of just the property owner.
Historical Context
The objectives of a zoning by-law were succinctly
articulated 50 years ago by Professor J.B. Milner in the
following terms:
A zoning by-law does two things, usually: it
classifies and segregates into particular districts or
areas or zones the various uses of land and
buildings that are permitted by the by-law, all
other uses being prohibited; and it regulates the
permitted uses in varying degrees depending upon
the attendant circumstances.1
Zoning by-laws were originally viewed (and challenged) as
being a restriction on the common law right of a person
to own land and to do whatever he or she wanted to do
with the land. Early decisions respecting zoning by-laws
(or restricted area by-laws or ordinances as they were then known) in both Canada and the United States
grappled with the exclusionary nature of the land use planning tool.2 These judgments found the
derogation of personal property rights to be justified as being necessary to advance broader communal
and societal interests.
The courts, however, historically imparted a strict interpretive approach to the construction of zoning bylaws. The courts held that zoning by-laws should be strictly interpreted so as to protect a person’s right to
utilize his or her property the greatest extent possible. As noted by Doumani and Foran:
...a strict interpretation of zoning by-laws is based on the precept that common law rights
(such as property rights) cannot be held to have been taken away or affected by a statute, or
a by-law passed under its authority, unless it is expressed in clear language.3
1

J.B. Milner, “An Introduction to Zoning Enabling Legislation” (1962), 40 Can Bar Rev. 1, at 2.

2

See Euclid (Village) v. Amber Realty, 272 US 365 (1926).

3

R.G. Doumani and P.A. Foran, Ontario Planning Legislation and Commentary, 2013 Edition (Markham, LexisNexis Canada Ltd., 2012), at 60.
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by John Mascarin

Many judicial decisions provided that if there was any doubt as to the application of a restriction in a
zoning by-law or any ambiguity as to its application to land, such doubt or ambiguity was to be
inextricably resolved in favour of the property owner.4 Any restriction or prohibition was to be clearly
expressed and, if unclear, to be strictly interpreted against the municipality.5
On the other hand, the courts acknowledged that modern zoning provisions were enacted to protect the
community and held in some instances that they should be construed liberally in order to give effect to
the public interest inherent in planning law regulations.6
The Modern Principle of Interpretation
The modern approach to statutory interpretation holds that it is no longer necessary to consider whether
to apply a strict or liberal construction to legislation. Instead, the proper approach is a purposive one that
seeks to achieve an interpretation that best serves the purpose of the legislation.
Elmer Driedger’s Construction of Statutes contains the following pronouncement:
Today there is only one principle or approach, namely, the words of an Act are to be read in
their entire context in their grammatical and ordinary sense harmoniously with the scheme of
the Act, the object of the Act and the intention of Parliament.7
The first time that the Supreme Court of Canada referenced the so-called “modern principle” of statutory
interpretation was in a taxation case (tax legislation also having historically received a very strict
interpretation from the court).8
The courts in Canada have correspondingly “adopted a broad and purposive approach to both statutory
and by-law interpretation which requires neither a liberal nor strict construction approach, but which
focuses instead on the objectives of the statutes and the zoning by-law.”9 Therefore, while the modern
principle may refer to “statutory” interpretation, it applies equally to the interpretation and construction
of by-laws.
A Recent Judgment
(a)

Facts

On April 12, 2012 the Ontario Superior Court of Justice released a decision in Bethany Community Church
of St. Catharines v. St. Catharines (City), which provides a good illustration of the judicial approach to
the interpretation of a zoning by-law.

4

Caldwell v. Toronto (City), [1935] O.R. 255 (C.A.) and Re. L.D.C.M. Investments Ltd. and Newcastle (Town), [1975] 8 O.R. (2d) 504 (H.C.J.).

5

Bridgman v. Toronto (City) v. Toronto (City), [1951] O.R. 489 (H.C.J.).

6

Bruce v. Toronto (City), [1971] 3 O.R. 62 (C.A.).

7

Elmer A. Driedger, The Construction of Statutes, 2nd ed., (Toronto, Butterworths, 1983), at 87.

8

Stubart Investments Ltd. v. The Queen, [1984] 1 S.C.R. 417 (S.C.C.).

9

See R.G. Doumani and P.A. Foran, Ontario Planning Legislation and Commentary, 2013 Edition (Markham, LexisNexis Canada Ltd., 2012), at 60.
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In this case, the court was asked to consider whether Zoning By-law No. 84-119 restricted the Bethany
Community Church (the “Church”) from extending its current uses to an adjoining lot that it sought to
acquire.
The Church applied for a declaration that when merged with its existing property, the lands it proposed to
purchase could be used for church purposes under the zoning by-law (which was originally enacted in
1984). The Church proposed passive uses for the adjoining lands, namely landscaping, additional church
parking, new playing fields and a small covered structure and playing area.
The Church’s lands and those it sought to acquire were both
zoned “Agricultural (A)” under the zoning by-law. “Existing
churches” were a permitted use within the agricultural category
under the zoning by-law. In 1986 the City of St. Catharines (the
“City”) amended the zoning by-law to provide an exemption on
Agricultural lands for “churches and schools.” The amendments
did not limit the expansion of exemptions onto adjacent
properties.
The term “existing” was defined in the zoning by-law as
meaning “existing on the date of the passing of the bylaw.”
“Church” was defined as “a building owned by a religious
organization for worship and related religious, philanthropic or
social activities, including accessory, rectories, manses,
classrooms, dormitories and accessory buildings.”
The City opposed the application on the basis that the use of
the term “existing” in the by-law was purposeful and intended
to limit the permitted use or accessory uses to those lots or
lands where the church existed on the day of the enactment of
the zoning by-law in 1984.
The Church argued that under the zoning by-law, the permitted
use is that of an “existing church” and there is no limitation that the existing church must be on the lot as
it existed at the time the zoning by-law originally passed.
(b)

Principles of Interpretation

In reaching his decision, Lofchik J. referred to recent jurisprudence on the proper approach to legislative
interpretation. Citing the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Montreal (Ville) v 2952-1366
Quebec Inc.,10 a case which involved a noise by-law, Lofchik J. reiterated that the fact that a municipal
by-law, rather than a statute, is at issue does not alter the approach to be followed in applying the
modern principles of interpretation.

10

(2005), 15 M.P.L.R. (4th) 1 (S.C.C.).

11

Rizzo & Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Re), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27, at para. 21, quoting E. A. Driedger, Construction of Statutes at 87, and Bell ExpressVu Limited Partnership
v. Rex, [2002] 2 S.C.R. 559, 2002 SCC 42, at para. 26.
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In considering the correct interpretation of the noise by-law, the Supreme Court of Canada noted that it
had to consider the entire context of the provisions at issue, the object of the by-law and council’s
intention in enacting the by-law.
The Supreme Court of Canada referred to Dreidger’s rule of
interpretation and cited other leading judgments that have adopted it.11
Lofchik J. referred to the decision of Howden J. of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in
Neighbourhoods of Winfield Limited Partnership v. Death, where he was urged by some parties to adopt a
strict approach to the interpretation of a zoning by-law and by others to utilize a broad and purposive
approach. Justice Howden resolved the “marked disagreement” between the parties as follows:
Following the higher courts, I find, as the following analysis will indicate, that a proper
approach to legislative interpretation, including provisions of a municipal zoning by-law, is one
that takes into account the words used, the intent of council, and the purpose and scheme of
the by-law as a whole.12
Lofchik J. similarly accepts the broad and purposive approach and writes:
In examining the by-law itself, the modern principle requires that the purpose of the
legislation as a whole, and the specific provision in question be identified and that the
provisions be read in context and harmoniously with the rest of the by-law.
(c)

Application of the Modern Principle

Lofchik J. considered the use of the word “church” in the zoning by-law and concluded that the
exemption did not apply to the lot or lands upon which a church existed at the time the by-law passed,
but rather to a building. On this basis the learned justice determined that, had the City intended to
restrict the use of the land by an existing church to the lot upon which it stood on the date of enactment,
it could have specifically exempted lots or lands occupied by existing churches in the by-law.
The by-law did not require that a church exist on a specific lot at the time the zoning by-law was passed
in order to allow use of that lot in connection with an “existing church” today.
Furthermore, the fact the by-law exempted “existing churches”, not by site-specific zoning, as was the
case with two newly constructed churches, but by a general exemption, was viewed as further evidence
that the City did not intend to restrict the Church’s uses only to the land on which its church building
stood at the time of the passage of the by-law.
Lofchik J. determined that the purpose of the by-law was clearly to preserve agricultural lands while at
the same time exempting existing churches from the provisions of the by-law by way of a general
exemption. Lofchik J. held that allowing “existing churches” to expand to adjoining lands would not do
“any great mischief to the purpose and intent of the by-law.” He added, “this is not a situation where
large tracts of land would be changed from agricultural uses to residential subdivisions, large shopping
centres or industrial sites.”

12

(2009), 49 M.P.L.R. (4th) 182 (Ont. S.C.J.) at 199.
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Conclusion

by John Mascarin

The approach and analysis used by the court in Bethany Community Church of St. Catharines v. St.
Catharines (City) clearly illustrates that the judicial interpretation of zoning by-law has evolved from a
strict construction (which favoured the owner of land) to one that must take into account each of the
following aspects: (i) the specific language used; (ii) the legislative intent of the council in enacting the
by-law; and (iii) the purpose and objective of the by-law as a whole.
John Mascarin is a partner with Aird & Berlis LLP in Toronto and a Certified Specialist (Municipal Law:
Local Government & Land Use Planning and Development) by the Law Society of Upper Canada. John
teaches Land Use Planning Law at both Osgoode Hall Law School and the Faculty of Environmental
Studies at York University. John would like to thank Laura Dean, summer student at Aird & Berlis LLP, for
her assistance in researching and drafting this article.

Retirement News
Don Granger - first CACPT President and Life Member retires as Member and Vice Chair of the Ontario
Municipal Board.

Don Granger retired as Member and Vice Chair of the Ontario Municipal Board effective February 1, 2012. He
served 14 + years on the Board and conducted well over 1000 hearings and mediations. Prior to his
appointment to the OMB in 1997, Don was Professor and Coordinator of the Mohawk College Municipal Planning
and Development Program. Mr. Granger is a 1971 graduate of the Mohawk College Community Planning
Program (now Municipal Planning and Development) and throughout his long-standing career, has
demonstrated that college graduates can make substantial contributions to their business, social and economic
communities.
Don is a founding CACPT member and was instrumental in setting up the original charter in the early 70’s along
with the handful of charter members who managed to have a bit of fun while coming to terms with the onerous
application process. He kindly offered his townhouse in Burlington as the first “CACPT Boardroom” complete
with his toddlers in diapers and Glynis offering tea and fresh baked cookies! Since that time, Don has always
been a strong voice for CACPT and its members and has participated at conferences, provided procedural advice
and has generously sponsored student recognition awards.
Don once said, that his enthusiasm for community building exhibited itself when he was just a young lad about
three years old….long before Lego City was created. Since a life-long passion does not end abruptly, Don advises
that if ‘board-um’ sets in, he is contemplating being available in the future to provide help in resolving both
private and municipal land use planning and development challenges.
In the meantime, it’s about recognizing that instance of change and embracing it. In addition to spending time at
their cottage with family and friends, easy riders, Don and Glynis are planning on some motorcycle touring. It is
said that a good rider has balance, judgment, and good timing. Don has truly exhibited all these traits over the
years and we trust he will carry them forward against the wind!

On behalf of all our 500 strong CACPT membership, congratulations Don on your retirement and
thank you for your inspiration by never losing sight of your CACPT roots! With thanks to Donna
Madden.
Summer 2012
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Member Highlights ~ Aminu Bello
I’m a recent graduate from the Mohawk College Urban & Regional
Planning Technician program. Prior to my diploma, I graduated from
McMaster University with an Honours degree in Geography. I have recently
been selected as a successful candidate for the Alberta Municipal Land
Use Planner Internship at West Central Planning Agency as well as
receiving many awards during my time at Mohawk, including the Dr.
Norman Pearson Bursary. What I found interesting about the Alberta’s
planning setting is smaller municipalities who do not have the resources
and/or staff to conduct the planning work can enter into agreements with
a planning commission to provide planning services. This form of
municipal planning consulting services is exercised commonly in small
towns and rural areas of Alberta.
My perception of moving definitely changed when experiencing it
firsthand. Like many recent graduates, I was ambitious to impress my
Aminu Bello receiving the Dr. Norman
Pearson Bursary in 2011
employer with my skills and knowledge. I was eager to quickly indulge
myself in new planning policy. Once experiencing the challenges of
moving to a completely new setting my mind frame changed. I figured I will have plenty of time to learn
during my first week. It’s all about managing priorities.
Moving to a new province definitely posed its challenges, but my employer was very helpful with getting
me settled. As I expected, my first week on the job was dedicated to familiarizing myself with Alberta’s
planning policy. I soon discovered a lot of the planning framework was the same as well as a lot being
different. Having a foundation of the Ontario Planning Act abled me to put planning scenarios into
context and cross reference the different municipal planning structures. What is great about WCPA, is the
variety of planning services they provide. In a given week planners have the opportunity to be involved in
an array of urban and rural planning issues from numerous municipalities.
Settling myself down took a little more commitment than I expected. I can definitely say my days as a
student-athlete at both Mohawk College and McMaster University prepared me well. During my years at
both McMaster and Mohawk I competed on the varsity basketball teams.
This year at Mohawk College I was privileged to being the recipient of numerous awards and accolades.
First of all, our team was successful in capturing an OCAA (Ontario College Athletic Association) gold
medal in a thrilling game versus the defending Champion Humber College Hawks. This was not done in
Mohawk’s basketball history in over 40 years. This gave us the opportunity to compete at the CCAA
(Canadian Collegiate Athletic Association) National Tournament. Our team was successful in winning all
three games and named National Champions in the gold medal game versus Mount Royale University from
Calgary. To close this year I was named an Academic All-Canadian as well as CCAA and OCAA Athlete of
the Year for my stellar play in the provincial and national tournaments.
For those who are considering gaining work experience outside Ontario I strongly encourage it. It’s a
great way to broaden your knowledge base, build new contacts and gain value planning experience.
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For more information about the OCAA and CCAA click the following links!
http://www.ocaa.com/sports/mbkb/2011-12/releases/04102012aotymale
http://www.ccaa.ca/web/index.php/en/mbb-news-archive/1001-aminu-bello-is-the-2012-ccaa-maleathlete-of-the-year-across-all-sports

Aminu Bello

Speed and the Ways of Keeping Sane, for the GIS Technician
Sean O’Raw

H

ow often have you heard this?

“Hey these three different maps were just what I was looking for! With
the A1 sizing I can see all the data, read the labels, and clearly know what
each feature represents. So, the project’s report has to go out today and
we need these inserted. Scale them down to 11x17 and insert them in before
noon so we can print them off after lunch.”
It’s always a struggle to increase your productivity in GIS
to match the goals of our project managers and other
teams, as many view drawings through the scope of
AutoCAD. In AutoCAD, it’s easy to alter the scale of any
aspect of a drawing; sometimes it only requires a few
seconds to make the necessary modifications to print an
A1 drawing at 11x17. So as a GIS technician or
specialist, what do you do when faced with the above
situation?
The first and best way to wrestle this issue is with
communication.
Many assume that GIS functions in the same way as
AutoCAD and are not aware of the fundamental
differences between the two programs. It’s up to you as
their employee or team member, to communicate this
challenge to them as early as you notice the gap in their
understanding of the program.
You must establish that GIS is as much a database
manager as it’s a mapping program. You cannot stress
this point enough when you speak to your team members
about GIS. You must state that the real strength of GIS
lies in analysis, not graphics. You should say that many
Summer 2012

graphical concessions have been made for effective
analytical and database tools present in GIS. Where
AutoCAD creates drawings that are created directly from
what the user draws, GIS creates displays and those
displays are arranged based on the data that the user
has imported from a database or a feature. We must then
edit each feature of the display individually in order to
establish the proper display settings, labels, and
projections for whatever scale is needed for the display
we need.
This is the core reason mapping in GIS
requires significantly more time to prepare than drawings
created in AutoCAD.
Communicating the realities of GIS is the key in
mitigating anxiety producing deadlines, like the example
above; however, there are other ways in which
communication can mitigate our anxieties in mapping:

‣

It’s usually best to over-estimate the time needed
to prepare maps. While this may seem
underhanded or unconstructive, this is needed to
allow you the time to “dial in” the display settings
of the data for the required purposes.
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‣

‣

‣

You can also try to discourage larger sized maps
unless it’s absolutely necessary (e.g. public
displays, display of details, or it just wouldn’t work
at a smaller size). Instead, create the maps to the
standard report size and scale the drawing up to
the larger sizes using PDF programs. In this case,
you must communicate the scaling issue and
ensure the scale bar is used and not the
numerical scale for reference.
Communicate the processing time to print or
export maps. This is where the size of the
requested maps can be a burden as it may lead to
hours of time to get the finalized map into the
format needed. It’s also common for people to be
surprised at the time needed to prepare the final
product, especially if they’re accustomed to
working in CAD, so don’t be intimidated.
Try to ask various teams about their mapping
requirements and report printing times as early as
possible. This should allow you the time to adjust
their printing schedule for that report as needed to
account for the time to alter your displays.

While the above deals with the communication problems
associated with productivity, how do you increase the
efficiency of your own work?

‣

Use as little annotation as possible. Don’t add
labels or convert labels to annotation unless you
absolutely have to. If you have to create a new
feature just for labeling you usually can and
should. There are typically ways to deal with
labeling issues without annotation; you just have
to be creative.

‣

Try not to convert legend items to graphics as
much as possible. It’s usually better to copy
features specifically for the legend to make future
changes much quicker.

‣

Ask your team members about the possible sizes
of maps they may require and assure you have
approved title blocks prepared well in advance.

‣

Take time to explore the various dynamic text
options available to you through GIS.

‣

Try to use mapbook extent files for map extents.
These can be loaded quickly into another
template size and adjust the scale if needed. Just
be sure that your template specifies which size it
was originally designed for.

‣

When creating additional larger maps for projects
or other reasons, start off at the final report size
as a template. Once you’ve created the map,
change the printer settings to: “Scale map to fit
printer page”. By doing this, you can quickly and
easily go from small to big and big to small again
with just a few clicks. When using this option you
must communicate to your team so they’re aware
of the possible distortions in the map.

Speed and mapping with GIS will inevitably butt heads,
but hopefully these tips can help you speed up your work,
and ultimately, stay sane.
Credits go to:
Bryan Valve, Senior GIS Specialist
Melissa Nottley, GIS Technician
Written by:
Sean O’Raw, GIS Technician

MEMBERSHIP SURVEY FOR 2012
Work on the 2012 CACPT Member Survey is underway.
Watch your e-mail for more information during the summer regarding the process for completing
the survey. Thanks to Jill Burton for her work on this project!
WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
The work on the website is well underway with exciting new sections and media. Finalization is
expected in late Summer or early Fall.
Summer 2012
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Robert Voigt - Urban Planning 101
To make a difference, you have to think differently! For me, that means
bringing a “design thinking” approach to my work. It is a problem solving
methodology founded in observation, storytelling, visual thinking,
incremental and iterative projects, and experimentation.
For example, when I undertook the project to develop the Urban Design
Manual (UDM) for the Town of Collingwood a couple of years ago, I
approached it with a strategy that addressed all aspects of the project in a
unique way. I did not do this just to create a novel product, but to achieve
the specific goals I had set out without being encumbered by unnecessary
norms. The final UDM had to help create a more livable community through
design direction.
The result of thinking about and executing the stages of this project differently included a number of local,
regional, provincial, and national firsts, and the UDM has been described by international active transportation
expert Dan Burden, Executive Director of the Walkable and Livable Communities Institute as “one of the best in
North America”. More importantly, it has resulted in developments that are better for the community. Only
through thinking about how, what, and why I was doing things differently was this possible.
Design thinking is not limited to “design” type projects. It is a way of developing and working through problems,
not just the end result. Currently I am working on completing the Town of Collingwood’s Active Transportation
Plan, and am again questioning the status-quo and applying design thinking to its creation.
In my extensive research of AT plans, two specific characteristics became evident that limit their effectiveness.
The first, is that in their efforts to be comprehensive these plans are excessive in detail and scope. Secondly, to
implement their direction, municipalities would have to commit more human and economic resource capacity than
possibly available within the intended lifespan of these plans. I asked myself how I could develop an AT plan that
would improve the availability, function, and mobility choices associated with active transportation without
replicating these typical problems. I am currently completing the final draft of the AT Plan and through a design
thinking strategy I have: significantly distilled the goals of the AT plan; crafted it to have its elements build upon
each other over time; integrated asset based community development strategies into its implementation projects;
drastically refined its content to improve legibility by all stakeholders; and, focused on addressing multiple
characteristics that influence AT (outside of the typical infrastructure oriented parameters of transportation plans).
An excellent example of how I have used storytelling, visual thinking, and observation in this project can been seen
with the paper craft animated videos I created to explain AT terminology: http://bit.ly/Ni24LK
While work in Planning requires people to have significant professional training and expertise; as the
two examples I have outlined above illustrate from my experience, I suggest that it is of
equal importance to develop ways of integrating creativity into ones
Planning work. By looking at challenges with “different eyes”,
questioning how and why we do things, and testing ideas, I firmly
believe Planners will create better plans to guide the evolution of more
livable and healthy communities.
BIO
Robert Voigt is a registered professional Planner (MCIP, RPP), Artist and
Blogger, specializing in urban design, community health, and active
transportation. He has published articles, as well as, spoken at numerous
conferences on these issues.
In July 2011 Robert was recognized by the Ontario Professional Planners
Summer 2012
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Institute for his outstanding work. In 2010 he led a project to develop subdivision and PRD standards which earned
a Washington State APA award. His videos for OPPI are the first international collaboration work being featured by
the award winning Art VULUPS project.
Robert is a member of the Municipal Urban Designers Roundtable, OPPI Urban
Design Working Group, and Contributing Editor to the Ontario Planning Journal.
Robert also authors CivicBlogger, a web site dedicated to Planning issues. He
can be reached at: rob@robvoigt.com , on Twitter @robvoigt , or Google+ and
LinkedIn.
Robert is currently the Manager of Planning and Infrastructure Projects for
the Town of Collingwood.

Call for Presenters - Esri Canada User Conference
Esri Canada’s annual User Conferences provide users with a unique opportunity to see and
hear first hand exciting new developments with ESRI technology as well as to learn, share
information, and discover best practices from the local GIS community.
We would like to invite you to participate in the Toronto User Conference on October 16,
2012 by presenting to your fellow GIS users and sharing your experiences.
For additional details and criteria outline please visit our Web site.
If you are interested in delivering a presentation, please submit a speaker submission form no
later than August 28th.
There are a limited number of time slots available. We will be in touch to further discuss your
suggested presentation topic.
Esri Canada
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CACPT DISPLAY at the

PIBC (Planning Institute of British Columbia) CONFERENCE
MAY 29 to JUNE 1, 2012
“SUCCESSFUL PROMOTION OF CACPT AND ITS STRENGTHS IN BC”

Report from Ann Edwards, BC Council Representative
The conference was very successful, the seminars were varied and interesting, the attendance was
about 325, and there was quite a lot of interest in the CACPT material. The updated Western Profile
and magnets were great as promotional material, and the pens, calendars, notebooks, etc. were very
popular. I had some good conversations with a wide range of attendees, and many were encouraged
to know there is an organization for planning staff who didn't qualify for or didn't want the PIBC
membership. I only talked to two people who had heard of us. Overall, I think the whole event was a
success.
Thanks to Ann for her dedication and work on
this project!

Award being presented to the Mayor of the District of Maple Ridge.
Left to Right; Chuck Goddard, Manager of Development and
Environmental Services, Ann Edwards Senior Planning Technician,
Mayor Ernie Daykin

CALL FOR PAPERS/PROJECTS FOR CACPT EXHIBIT AT OPPI SYMPOSIUM
“HEALTHY COMMUNITIES AND PLANNING ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION”

The Paths area will be home to Active Transportation related exhibits. This is an opportunity to highlight the work of our
members from across the Country. If you are currently or have worked on a design, plan or project that promotes active
transportation and wish to display your work please contact Diane LeBreton director@cacpt.org or call 905 578-4681.
You may be interested in the following website from the Public Health Agency of Canada.
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/hl-mvs/pa-ap/at-ta-eng.php
12
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Dr. Norman Pearson
IBC Recognition for
CACPT Registrar and Honourary Life Member

Dr. Norman Pearson
Dr. Norman Pearson has been recognized by the International
Biographical Centre in Cambridge, UK. Dr. Pearson was notified
that he has been inducted in the 2012 Book entitled “2000
Outstanding Intellectuals of the 21st Century”.
Congratulations from all of us at CACPT!

Among Dr. Pearson’s many accomplishments, he is a
founding member of the Bruce Trail and they are
celebrating their 50th anniversary this year.

Dealing with planning law issues?
Rely on the Aird & Berlis LLP Municipal and Land Use Planning Group to provide
top legal talent and tailored service for any land use planning issue.

Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street
Suite 1800, Box 754
Toronto, ON M5J 2T9

A&B tops the Novae Res Urbis - Greater Toronto Area Edition land development law firm
rankings list, and members of our pre-eminent team are consistently recommended as
leaders in their field by The Lexpert®/American Lawyer Guide to the Leading 500 Lawyers
in Canada, The Canadian Legal Lexpert® Directory and The Best Lawyers in Canada.
For more information, please contact:
John Mascarin
jmascarin@airdberlis.com  416.865.7721
Summer 2012

www.airdberlis.com
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COGS Awards Banquet
April 27, 2012

A glimpse into the evening.....

Photos by Paul Illsley

The 2011 Dr. Norman Pearson Award was presented at the
2012 COGS Awards Night to JEFF KNOTT
(announced at the 2011 CACPT Conference)

Jeff Knott (right) receiving the Dr. Norman
Pearson Award from Neil Lovitt

14
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CACPT Awards of Excellence 2012
Congratulations to the 2012 Award Recipients !!
Jeff Knott
Nova Scotia Community College,
Centre of Geographic Sciences
Jeff (right) accepting the award from CACPT
member Neil Lovitt

Laura Moran
Fanshawe College, GIS & Urban
Planning Program
Laura (centre) accepting award from
Russ Schnurr, Program Coordinator (left)
and William Pol, Professor (right)

Ken Berglund
Langara College, Applied Urban and
Rural Planning Program
Ken Berglund

Julia Mancini
Mohawk College, Urban & Regional
Planning Technician GIS Program
Julia Mancini (right) accepting Planning Graphics Award
from Diane LeBreton CACPT Executive Director

Winter 2012
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CACPT Merit Award Nominations
Showcasing Planning Technicians
We look forward to your entries (this includes students)!!
Please contact Cathy Burke cathy.burke@shaw.ca for the 2012 Merit Entry Form

Entries close October 1, 2012
Eligibility Criteria
๏
๏
๏
๏

Any member may submit an application if they have played a substantial role in the project.
Any member may nominate another member and project for this award.
All entrants must certify that the client and/or employer is aware and supportive of the submission for the
award.
For student members, submissions must be accompanied by a letter from the supervising faculty
supporting the project and its originality.

Judging Criteria
The project and/or the person:
๏ Shows high level of technical knowledge.
๏ Significant contribution to technical works.
๏ Consistent professional attitude and assistance to others.
๏ For student members, submissions must be accompanied by a letter from the supervising faculty
supporting the project and its originality.
Categories
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏
๏
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Geomatics Award - given for best project in GIS, Topography, or Cartography.
Reports or Studies - given for reports pertaining to all fields of planning.
Design - given for designs prepared in any field of planning.
Social Services/Environmental Field - To recognize projects or work done in the social or environmental
fields such as health agencies, school boards, conservation authorities and non governmental agencies.
Utility/Energy Field - To recognize efforts and projects completed by members in the energy or utility
companies.
Technical Employer - To recognize employers who show support for CACPT, certification, membership,
professional development, volunteerism, and/or promotion of Planning Technicians within their
organization.

Summer 2012
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Our Members
New & Upgraded Associate Members
Sean O’Raw, Junior Environmental Planner, AECOM, ON
Cajun Paradis, AB
Meghan Wong, GIS & Planning Technologist, ParioPlan Inc., AB
Aminu Bello, West Central Planning Agency, AB

New & Upgraded Full Members
Daniel Aquilina, Director of Planning & Development, City of Port Colborne, ON
Emilia Gruyters, Planning Technician, Town of Uxbridge, ON
Danielle Ingram, Zoning & Committee Coordinator, City of Waterloo, ON
Brian Nagata, Planning Technician, Municipality of Chatham Kent, ON
Mark Pomponi, General Manager, Development Services, County of Brant, ON
Shuyu Zhou, ON
Michael Mitchell, City of St. Albert, AB
Jeff Shaughnessy, City of London, ON

!

Attention FULL MEMBERS.....
If you have not kept your membership up to date, you can not use the CPT designation. If you
are uncertain of the status of your membership please contact Diane LeBreton at
director@cacpt.org or 905-578-4681.

Summer 2012
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THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED PLANNING TECHNICIANS
1900 KING ST. E., P.O. BOX 69006, HAMILTON, ONTARIO, CANADA L8K 6R4
PHONE: 905-578-4681 FAX: 905-578-9581
E-MAIL: director@cacpt.org

on the web at: www.cacpt.org

CACPT Executive
Executive Support
Administrative
Assistant

Cathy Burke
cathy.burke@shaw.ca

Western Canada
Reps

Gregory J. MacKenzie, CPT (AB)
gjmackenzie@hotmail.com

Executive Director

Diane LeBreton, CPT, MCIP, RPP
director@cacpt.org
phone: 905-578-4681
fax: 905-578-9581

President

Danielle Stevens, CPT
president@cacpt.org

Vice President

Chris Orsan, CPT
chris_orsan@sympatico.ca

Registrar

Dr. Norman Pearson, PhD, CPT

Secretary

Kitty Bavington, CPT
kbavington@markham.ca

Associate Member
Reps

Sean O’Raw, Melissa Nottley

Treasurer/PDC
Chair

David French, CPT
DavidF@storeysamways.ca

Student Member
Reps

Councillors at
Large

Jill Burton, CPT
jburton@gspgroup.ca
Matthew Davis, CPT
mdavis@haldimandcounty.on.ca
Lesley Dahonick, CPT
ldahonick@downsviewpark.ca
Robin Shugan, CPT
rshugan@collingwood.ca
Bryan Bachorski, CPT
acadcreations@yahoo.com

Maria Ciotti (Fanshawe)
Sandra Congdon (Fanshawe)
Kevin Osipenko (Fanshawe)
Greg Whitfield (Fanshawe)
Kassandra Pavlou (Fanshawe)
Jonathan Henderson (Mohawk)
Laura Ricon (Mohawk)
Kari Hartifainen (Mohawk)
Benjamin Misener (Olds)

TechTalk Editor

Becky Dahl, CPT

Mercedes Braun, CPT (BC)
mbraun@urban-systems.com
Ann Edwards, CPT (BC)
aedwards@mapleridge.ca

CACPT - Providing a Voice for Planning Technicians Across Canada since 1978
The right to title, professional recognition and status that you can gain through registration with the Canadian Association of
Certified Planning Technicians (CACPT) are a vital part of your career portfolio. As a member, you have proven that you meet
stringent national standards, follow a code of ethics and have access to other professional members. Our national standing gives
you the ease of certification throughout Canada.
CACPT helps to define your profession and supports you with information and contacts.
USE US, GET INVOLVED AND EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE BASE!

CACPT Accredited College Programs

Fanshawe College, Urban and Regional Planning Technology (GIS/CAD) (London, ON)
Mohawk College, Urban and Regional Planning Technician with GIS (Hamilton, ON)
College of Geographic Sciences, Planning Land Information Technology (Lawrencetown, NS)
Langara College, Applied Urban and Regional Planning Program (Vancouver, BC)

Accredited Programs Not Currently in Operation
Holland College (Summerside, PEI)
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (Edmonton, AB)
Sheridan College (Oakville, ON)

New College Program in Operation - Accreditation Pending

Fanshawe College, Integrated Land Planning Technologies (Bachelor’s Degree) (London, ON)
Olds College, Rural Land Use Planning Major/Land and Water Resources (Accreditation Review 2012) (Olds, Alberta)
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